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Building accident
kills 3 at Emerson
Chris DeFillippi

wouldn't give his name for quota
tion, talked about the amount of
misinformation among students
Appropriately, most of the that ^ose over the incident.
bystanders who gathered around
"I heard a scaffold came
the accident site were looking down, which was correct, I heard
over a cemetery.
a crane came down, I heard it was
Three died on April 3, as a UFO's," he said. “ It was ridicu
three-ton construction scaffold lous."
fell from the site of Emerson
By the time the Journal got to
College's nearly completed new the scene, the bodies had been
dormitory and activity center.
removed, and all that was visible
The scaffolding crushed two was the fallen scaffolding and the
construction workers and a local car crushed underneath it.
physician who was driving by in
Police tape kept onlookers
his Honda. Hundreds of onlook roughly a hundred feet away as
ers gathered around the scene they pointed, talked amongst
hours after the accident to view each other about the accident and
the spectacle. The news of what stared at the wreckage. In
happened at Emerson, no more response to the event, Emerson
than a 10-minute walk across canceled all of its afternoon
Boston Commons from Suffolk, classes for April 3 in two of its
spread to the University quickly.
campus buildings.
An hour after the accident,
In the evening, a forum was
which happened at roughly 1:30 held to discuss students' feelings
p.m., students were already talk about the fatalities happening so
ing about it in class. Jeff Stinson, close to where students live and
a senator for the class of 2009, take classes.
heard about the accident when he
The cause of the scaffolding's
received a call from his mother. fall is, as of publication,
"My mother called me to see if I unknown.
was alive," Stinson said.
According to The Boston
After he heard the news, he Globe, the main contracting com
took along Class of 2007 Senator pany for the Emerson dormitory's
Chris Dwelley to check out the construction,
Macomber
scene.
Builders, has received federal
"We saw an ambulance fly workplace violations for over a
across the Commons, something decade, some involving scaffold
we had never seen in our life ing. Bostonian Masonry, which
times," Stinson said.
was subcontracted in the dormiHe compared the panic and* toiy's construction, also has a
property damage of the accident record of worker safety viola
scene to ground zero. Dwelley tions.
was similarly shocked by the
Officials
from
the
damage outside the 150 Boylston Occupational Safety and Health
St. property. "They were in the Administration are reviewing the
process of moving the [scaffold incident and may conduct an
ing] when we got there," Dwelley investigation of any wrongdoings
said. "It was a mess over there."
of which the companies may be
One Suffolk student, who guilty.
Suffolk Journal
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Performers from Suffolk’s Unity Week Showcase Join singer Jillian Kionberg and freshman Claire
Rayevsky on stage during the show’s finale.
.

Student hit by truck outside Sawyer
Journal Staff
On April 3,
a Suffolk
University student was reportedly
struck by a delivery truck while
she crossed Ashburton St.
The twenty - year old female
student then fell to the ground and
reportedly sustained bruises and

cuts said witnesses. "I saw, like, a
big commotion, a lot of civil ser
vants: cops, firefighters and
EMT's,” said junior Tommy
DiCenso. The incident occurred
around 2:00pm on Monday in
front of the Sawyer building as
students looked on in shock.
DiCenso stated that after

EMT's arrived he witnessed the
student being placed in a neck
brace and on a stretcher.
He stated that she was bleeding
from the nose, but appeared con
scious and that she was with a con
cerned looking male companion.
The female student has yet to
be identified.

Taking the road less traveled
Suffolk students prepare for the Boston marathon
Rose Francois

sweat that comes out of my pores,
every single muscle pain, every
single curse word that comes out
In one's lifetime, the average of my mouth," said senior Adi
man or woman will have walked Utama, who will be running the
1,150,000 miles, each step meas Boston marathon for the fourth
ured as time spent on the road of time.
life. On April 17, over 20,000 peo
Winners of the Boston
ple will run 26.2 miles, each step marathon, some of the running
measured as time spent on the road world's most elite, receive over
to glory.
$100,000 dollars and a year’s
The noth running of the worth of bragging rights.
Boston marathon, the world's old Everyone else receives nothing est and most celebrated race will but the satisfaction of finishing.
once again begin at Hopkinton,
To run in the Boston marathon,
Mass. Since 1924, the small subur participants must either qualify by
ban town 26.4 miles south west of running within a specific time
Boston is transformed into a zone or raising $2,500 dollars for
Mecca for runners from every charity. Those who do not receive
state in America and over 50 coun a number are called bandits; they
tries in the world.
■ run but do not receive a number or
With so many individuals lac get their time counted.
ing up to compete, you can be sure
Utama plans on running bandit
that every runner has a reason to in this year's marathon, as he has
run and a story to tell.
in the past.
"It's worth every single drop of
And though he will receive no
Journal Staff

credit for running in the marathon,
Utama says his motivation is "for
the glory."
To get a taste of glory, some
individuals will go to almost any
lengths, including traveling hun
dreds of miles.
Suffolk graduate, Jorge Rivera
will be traveling from Isla Verde,
Puerto Rico to run in this year's
marathon. Rivera, who ran the
New York City marathon in 2005,
is looking forward to completing
his second marathon.
"I feel like Boston is going to
be more fun," said Rivera, who is
also running bandit. "It's like home
court advantage."
Rivera, a former member of
Suffolk's cross-country team,
plans to add the Boston Marathon
to his marathon repertoire.
"My goal is to do the New York
City marathon, Boston, Chicago,
see MARATHON, page 2
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A crane lifts the construction scaffold that landed on a car.
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OSHA tells Suffolk to investigate chemical spill
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration was
alerted about a potentially hazardous chemical leak in the
Archer Building's third floor. OSHA now needs to deter
mine whether the cleanup met regulations. By April 5,
Suffolk's Office of Environmental Safety and Health will be
required by OSHA to conduct an investigation into the
leak's cleanup to show that it was conducted according to
regulation.
The notice from OSHA was posted publicly, as was legally
required, and was attached to the front door of Archer 322,
the Francis A. Sagan Energy Research Laboratory. Suffolk
will be required to present OSHA with a report of the
chemical cleanup, with supporting documents, which
include any of the University's findings, such as measure
ments taken to deal with the accident or the monitoring of
the results of the cleanup.
.
People who inhaled the vapors brought about by a chemi
cal leak from a radiator reported symptoms of sore throats
and headaches. Documents obtained from Cascade Water
Services have said that some of the chemicals in the
fumes, including Borax and Sodium Hydroxide, can cause
health complications such as nausea, headaches, weak
ness, shortness of breath and potentially death from oxy
gen deprivation. The worse complications only occur if
exposure is prolonged. The first aid measure for inhalation
is simply to move the person to another room.
Suffolk improv comics win College Smackdown
Championship
Seriously Bent, Suffolk's improvisational comedy troupe
won their second College Smackdown Championship in a
row, in a contest at the Improv Asylum in the North End.
The competition is sponsored each semester by the
Asylum and allows for college improv troupes to compete
against each other. The winners are guaged by who gets
the most audience applause.
There were 12 troupes at the start of the semester and the
top three competed at midnight on March 31. The other
two groups were Mr. Gad's House of Improv, from Amherst
College and Dressed in Black and Vegan from Concord
Academy.
The victory will win Seriously Bent a chance to do a show
at the Asylum as well as getting a Masters workshop with
the owners of the Improv Asylum; lessons in improvisation
al comedy from professional comics.
Seriously Bent began this school year winning the Boston
Comedy Festival's College Improv Championships. The
group will host their final campus show for the school year
on Wednesday, April 19 at 8p.m. in the Donahue Cafe. All
of the improve troupe’s campus shows are free and open
to the public.
Student gets Into semi-finals for alternative energy
competition
Senior Henry Loud of Suffolk (along with three students
from Worcester Polytechnic Institute) was chosen to enter
a statewide competition geared towards developing alter
native energy sources. By March 27, 11 teams have been
eliminated in the semifinals, bringing the total of competing
teams to 29. Loud's team, BiOctane, is still in the running.
BiOctane proposes to design and develop a refinery that
produces and purifies biodiesel and ethanol. The presenta
tion included an outline for environmentally conscious
manufacturing practices and a model for distributing the
fuel throughout the state.
Competing teams are eligible to win awards totaling
$125,000.
10 or less of the semi-finalists will be selected to compete
in the final portion of the contest on May 9 at the MIT Stata
Center. The Finals will be open to the public free of
charge.
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Crime lab director moonlights at SU
Chris DeFillippi
Suffolk Journal

What goes on in investigating a
crime scene is not like NBC's CSI
series. There's no machinery that
immediately matches a perp's fin
gerprint with a convicted crimi
nal's photo and dossier. The guys
in the lab aren't packing heat or
interrogating suspects. Every sci
entist doesn't have a comprehen
sive knowledge of DNA sampling,
fingerprints and ballistics; they
specialize.
When Suffolk adjunct Donald
Hayes isn't teaching class, he
serves as director of the Boston
Police Crime Laboratory Unit.
He's served as director for 19
years, and has given many Suffolk
classes tours of the faciUties. On
March 31, it was the section E
Science and Technology class's
turn.
Most of the work takes place in
the lab itself, where Hayes and the
crime lab’s 13 other employees
look at evidence sent to it by the
City of Boston's 11 police district
offices and paramedics.
"We go out to crime scenes too,
sometimes," Hayes said to the
class. "Major crime scenes with a
lot of victims and people bleeding
everywhere. If they got a major
scene that's comphcated, they call
us to help."
Evidence comes in all shapes
and sizes at the lab, ranging in size
from human hairs to seized motor
cycles. The evidence is processed
by scientists with different special
ties and saved for use in criminal
court cases.
The lab section that studies one
of the most commonly known
forms of evidence, DNA, was
closed off to the tour group, out of

concern for contaminating sam
ples. Hayes still gave the group the
rundown of how DNA analysis
works.
"99.99 percent of our DNA is
the same, just because we're all
humans," he said. The lab only
looks at 13 regions of the bilhon or
so regions of the DNA molecule.
These 13 regions are the only parts
of the molecule necessary to iden
tify an individual human being.
The use of DNA technology
has been powerfully effective in
conducting investigations and
prosecuting suspects. The crime
lab is part of the Combined DNA
Index System, which is a national
registry of convicted criminals'
DNA. In Massachusetts, a person
is forced to give a DNA sample
only if they have been convicted
of a felony.
"Over 200 times, [the Boston
crime lab] has linked a convicted
offender to a new crime with DNA
evidence," said Hayes.
The criminalistics section of
the crime lab studies everything
from footprints, fingerprints to
bloodstain patterns. Elizabeth
Ziolkowski, senior criminalist at
the lab, showed the group some
samples of plaster casts made of
some footprints before returning to
work.
While ballistics work is not
done at this crime lab, the crimi
nalistics section does boast
machinery that can restore the
serial numbers of guns after they
have been scraped off. "The south
is scaiy," Hayes remarked, after
noting that a large number of the
guns used in crimes are purchased
at WalMarts in southern states,
which have laxer gun control laws.
At the trace evidence section of
the lab, Hayes showed off some of

the tools of the trade for examin
ing fibers, shattered glass and
other particles of evidence.
He showed off a compaiison
microscope that allowed a person
to view two samples, side by side,
at once. "We use this microscope
for tool marks," Hayes said. "With
this, we can see if a tool made a
mark [left at a crime scene] or we
can exclude it from making the
mark."
Other tools help crime-lab
employees interpret evidence on a
more fundamental level.
"We may get a substance and
have to find out 'what is it?"'
Hayes said.
The lab's microspectropho
tometer is used to see how samples
react to ultraviolet Ught, while its
pyrolysis-gc mass spectrometer
heats small samples into a gas
before analysis.
Both devices help determine
the chemical composition of evi
dence left at a scene.
Later in his tour, he emphasized
that while highly sensitive scien
tific equipment is helpful, more
mundane knowledge about the
evidence and crime is also neces
sary.
"Most of the time, we look at
[evidence] in the context of a
criminal event," Hayes said. "We
need to know context to interpret
the evidence."
,
He gave an example of a hair of
a suspect found at the crime scene.
If the suspect was a friend of the
victim, and had been to the house
on other occasions, the hair's pres
ence provides no helpful informa
tion.
The lab keeps evidence in stor
age for about a year, before ship
ping it off to warehouses for long
term storage.

Efforts to aid Hurricane Katrina
victims continue at Suffoik
Kristin Morrell
Journal Staff

Nearly seven months ago.
Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf
Coast region and the Suffolk com
munity is still helping the victims
of what many are calling the great
est natural disaster in American
history.
From raising money for those
still without homes to taking the
time to go down to Mississippi and
help out, students have done their
part for the recovery effort.
"Helping out the victims of
Hurricane Katrina was amazing,"
said Stephanie Martin, who took
part in the Alternative Spring
Break in Mississippi, where stu
dents provided services for victims
of the disaster. "I'm not even sure I
know how to describe it."
The first thing that Suffolk
University did was to help take in

students from the University of
New Orleans and give them a
place of study.
The university gladly accepted
nine students from UNO, who
were set up with classes for the
semester and were taken in by sev
eral families that gave the students
a place [o live.
Besides taking students in,
Suffolk has done fundraising for
the victims of the hurricane in the
form of a group called Suffolk
Cares.
SOULS created the group to
build a campus-wide partnership
to work together and help out the
hurricane victims.
The organization worked with
other campus officials to create
"Suffolk Cares 2005" rubber
bracelets that are purple and yel
low (the colors, of Mardi Gras) and
all proceeds go to Hurricane
Katrina disaster rehef.
The Suffolk University Law

School also pitched in. Many of
the victims were battling insurance
companies in the wake of the hur
ricane, with the companies claim
ing that while some people had
hurricane insurance, they did not
have flood insurance, and so the
damages would not be covered.
The Student Bar Association
sent law students over to assist the
victims in dealing with the insur
ance companies.
The Black Law Students
Association organized a clothing
drive for the hurricane victims.
Approximately 20 students
skipped lying on the beach for a
week and traveled to Mississippi
to help those that still do not have
a home to hve in.
In Alternative Spring Break,
students took time from their
break to help out those who are in
need of help to rebuild houses.
While in Waveland, Miss. The

see KATRINA, page 3
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Showcase brings talents of not too distant lands
Daniel Johnson
Journal Staff
Unity Week's March 30 finale began with an
announcer's voice addressing the audience with
airline jargon giving the impression of a simulat
ed flight.
The theme of the showcase was airport
Suffolk, and the showcase was a ticket to distant
International lands.
Before any acts were performed on stage,
Dean of Students Nancy Stoll gave a brief speech
stating that, "One of the reasons this program gets
bigger and better every night is because we have
so much to celebrate."
The evening's hosts or "Co-Pilots," sopho
more Alex Taylor and senior Jameson Yee,
immediately stepped aboard the platform follow
ing Stoll, introducing the first act.
Three members of the step team opened the
show, who aside from a few shouts such as "S.U.
is nice" let their bodies speak for them during the
performance.
Following the step team, the first singer of the
night, Elissa Newcom performed an a capella
version of the song, "Musica Prohibita."
Through a series of dances, the Cape Verdean
Student Association celebrated their own culture
as well as those of others by concluding their
show with a series of flags being brought onstage
to represent the different ethnicities of Suffolk.
Keeping with the show's fashion of having a
dramatic change of tone with each new act, sen
ior Rose Francois gave a spoken word perform
ance of an original poem she had written.
Repeatedly stating, "This is a poem for the
Goya children," she emphasized the differences
of children who grow up in two cultures.
The Vietnamese Student Association was rep
resented in the Unity Week Showcase by a fash

"""mm

types through first showing the
common misconceptions and then
dispelling them.
Such stereotypes included Asian
gangsters, Asians being shy and in
arguably the m'ost memorable part
of the act, Asians striking fighting
poses as sound effects from the
videogame "Street Fighter 11"
played over the speaker.
.
Following the Street Fighter’
showdown, the situations from the
same skit played, minus the stereo
types.
The Caribbean Student Network
acted out the last dancing perform
ance in the form of a Carnivale
scene.
Filled with both college students
Dan McHugh - Journal Staff
and children, the act thoroughly dis
Models from the Vietnamese Student Association pose during the orginization’s eiaborate fash
played diversity through dance
ion show performed at the Unity Week Showcase.
before exiting the stage in a Conga
line.
ion show.
two couples. In the middle of the four dancers'
^Senior Simpson Say and freshmen Jennifer
One of the longer pieces of the event, the movements, the music suddenly stops, giving the Ung sat down to give a performance of the song,
show told a visual story of love, and jealousy, and
impression of a technical eiTor, but it is all part of "The Sun Will Rise Up Again," which made ref
included several sultry scenes.
the show as three couples replace the previous erence to the Cambodian genocide were two mil
Junior Christopher Chartier took center stage, two and more upbeat music begins to play.
lion people died under Pol Pot.
reciting a monologue originally given by Denis
Sophomore Joanne St. Louis' performance of
The final act of the show was a performance
"Music of the Sun" stood out more for its body of "What's Coin' On" performed by Jillian
Shepard as he spoke in the highly publicized
Wyoming trial against the men that had murdered language.
Klonberg and freshman Claire Rayevsky, during
his son, Matthew, for being gay.
Using backup vocals in the record allowed which the stage filled with all of the previous per
Chartier's somber attire, consisting only of a Louis to pay more attention to dancing in addi formers of the show who encourgaed the audi
black shirt and jeans, contrasted heavily with the tion to singing as she held the microphone further ence to stand up and sing along.
previously displayed flashy outfits, but allowed from her body to dance with the musical inter
This final image gave a sense of both the
the audience to focus on his words rather than his ludes.
diversity and unity of Suffolk University.
appearance.
Much like the VSA's performance, the Asian
In keeping with one of the most popular
The next dancers to take the stage were mem American Association presentation depended aspects of Unity Week, the last words armounced
bers of the Suffolk University Hispanic highly on thorough storytelling.
on stage were by Yee who said "We got
Association and began with a performance by
The group's skit worked against Asian stereo food!...Good night!
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group volunteered in loeal com
munities to help with reconstruc
tion, debris removal, tree removal,
painting and helping to prepare
meals for those who lost their
homes.
"It was such a great opportuni
ty to be able to give homeowners
hope and a helping hand in a hard
task of rebuilding their lives from
the ground up," says senior Hilary
Huling, a student leader for the
ASB trip to Mississippi.
Many of the participants felt
that by giving up a traditional
spring break, they gained an expe
rience of a lifetime that will be
with them forever.
Even though many of the hurri
cane victims lost their home and
personal items, ASB participants
said the victims had great attitudes
and were veiy gracious.
"I definitely learned that what
we see in the media is far from
what actually is real," says senior
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Justen Cantan. "Until I went to
Waveland, I thought that seeing
images and hearing stories were
powerful."
As for the future of the
Hurricane Katrina relief at
Suffolk, ASB is currently planning
a return trip in July but not just for
a week, but for a full two weeks,
to assist residents again.
Suffolk Cares is continuing to
sell bracelets and is always open
to new ideas for how to help the
Hurricane victims, as well as vol
unteers to assist the effort.
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Opinion
staff Editorial
There is no academic liberal-elite P.C. Gestapo that is preventing you
from saying anything of substance that is on your mind. Liberals of any
variety are not organized enough to pull that sort of thing off.
If you rattle off a bunch of stereotypes, racial epithets and cavalierly
suggest that the unfortunate should just fend for themselves (and you
aren’t clever enough to make it funny) you are not a victim of liberal
oppression if everyone tells you to shut up. The thoughtfulness you get
as a response is more-or-less proportionate to the thoughtfulness of the
argument you made in the first place. You got what you earned, so stop
whining about it.
There are, however, plenty of people who disagree. The faculties of
universities are disproportionately left-of-center, and many on the right
view colleges themselves as liberal indoctrination camps. David
Horowitz, a conservative pundit, has for years suggested an academic
bill of rights that would push for political diversity in America's college
campuses. Some conservatives have, ironically enough, gone so fai' as to
suggest that some sort of affirmative action for Republican professors
might be in order, in terms of hiring and tenure.
This may be a problem, but having a professor who disagrees with
you isn't oppression. Neither is it oppression if most of your classmates
disagree with you. Really, at no point in the history of the American col
lege has the atmosphere been less oppressive.
In the 1950's, saying the wrong thing on campus could get you black
listed by the time you entered the job market. In the '60s, hanging around
with the wrong campus organizations could get the FBI on your tail.
Students at first had little recourse in expressing distaste for a professor
who was unfair or incompetent. These days, we have teacher evaluation
forms, which can make a difference in terms of keeping a job, getting
promoted and receiving tenure.
This is not to say that professors who use their classrooms as a polit
ical pulpit are not a problem. What is a bigger problem, however, is how
often "biased professors" are used as an excuse by students for not mak
ing well rounded, fact-based arguments in class discussions. It's a lot eas
ier to play the victim than do the work necessary to make a convincing
argument.
In the past, oppression meant a professor giving you a low grade on
a paper because he disagreed with you politically. Now, it means being
made slightly uncomfortable when a professor makes a Bush joke in
class.
There will always be professors who try to push their ideologies on
students. Bosses can be jerks sometimes. But it's not oppression. It's
barely even my-manager-made-me-take-down-the-Dilbert-cartoonfrom-my-cubicle league. Students have the resources to weed out jerk
professors these days.
Never has the college atmosphere been more hospitable to minority
ideas than today. If you discuss any issue intelligently, use actual facts in
your arguments, and make it clear you are proposing a solution to what
is demonstrably a problem, then people, while maybe not agreeing with
you, wiU still hear you out.
Even the hippies faced more oppression on campus than what kids
face today, and they still spoke out. So if you want to complain about the
RC. establishment silencing you, that's fine. It just means you're less
ballsy than a hippie.
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Letters to the Editor

SGA lacks democratic process
What
does
the
2000
Presidential election and Suffolk
University have in common? Give
up? Well to be honest not a whole
lot, sans the Student Government
Association's election process.
Last Thursday, the SGA held
elections for the write-in candi
dates as well as for next year's
Executive Board. Before I contin
ue, I should probably give a gener
al explanation of the election poli
cy. In order for a write-in candi
date to be considered by the SGA,
he or she must receive a minimum
total of four votes during the
school's
general
elections.
Following this, candidates are
asked to appear before student
government. Each of the candi
dates is asked to give a speech.
Following the candidates' speech
es, SGA then moves to a vote.
The entire Senate body has the
chance to support or not to support

those running; the candidates'
class senators then caucus to offi
cially decide the victor of the race.
The Executive Board elections are
similar in manner. The SGA nom
inate and vote for acting members
to fill the following year's seats for
secretary, ffeasurer, vice president
and president.
With this process in mind, con
sider the following: in the March
senate election, the class of 2009
had seven available seats with
only six candidates running, a
write-in section was put in place to
help fill the final seat. Three stu
dents received enough votes to be
considered eligible. There were a
total of 16 votes counted. The first
candidate received eight, seven
less than the lowest vote getter
(Rob Menje), while the other two
candidates received only the mini
mum number of votes. The senate
and caucus elected one of the two

candidates that received four
votes, defying the students' choice.
The Executive Board is elected
solely by the SGA, without any
chance for the students' voices to
be heard.
Between Thursday's election
and the fact that SGA allows for
minimal student involvement, our
voices are lost. I was under the
impression that senators were in
place to represent the student
body. I have yet to meet a student
that has been asked as to what they
feel needs to be changed here at
Suffolk. Some of the elected offi
cials seem to be treating student
government as if it were any other
group, they only accomplish what
they feel is important, not the stu
dents. My question is this, "Where
has your voice gone?"
Anthony Gesualdi
Freshman

Hope left in Katrina’s wake
I found out earlier this year that
I was chosen to be an advisor for
Alternative Spring Break. I saw
ASB as a chance for me to give a
gift - to give myself to those in
need and to be a part of an amaz
ing group, something my money
could not do. Margaret Meade
appropriately describes what I feel
ASB is really about, "a small
group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it's the only thing that ever
has." We were given a copy of this
quote on the second day in
Waveland, Miss.
As we made our way to
Waveland from the airport, along
the highway, we saw there were
piles of trash-downed lights and
other debris. The further we went,
the more destruction we would
see. Doors and trash barrels were
hanging in trees like ornaments;
cars were abandoned as if they
always belonged where they lay at

the side of the road, and trees were
down all over like piles of twigs.
The destruction of the hurri
cane and our spirits quickly trans
posed themselves; singing laugh
ing and joking quickly became
whispers of disbelief and state
ments of awe. The closer we got
the further our mouths hung open
as we took in what we saw. As we
turned onto Waveland Avenue, the
true devastation became apparent.
Nothing was left. The bare cement
slabs, piles of debris and aban
doned cars may seem like nothing,
but aU the devastation couldn't
mask the hope that exists there.
American flags dot the landscape
on piles of debris, on roof tops and
on the beach.
We had our first group meeting
that night. We talked briefly about
our expectations and how what we
saw matched up with the reality of
Waveland. I was still in shock.
One of the group members likened

this to a third world country, the
Phihppines where she had grown
up. It was hard to beheve we were
still in America. We touched on
how we could be the richest coun
try in the world and still have a sit
uation like this in Waveland.
The first morning dawned a
beautiful day and brought a project
that would set the tone for our
group. We cleaned debris from
over four miles of the beach. The
beach was an amazingly beautiful
and pristine beach that Katrina Ut
tered with trash, metal, plastic,
trees and other debris.
The first night was equallyimpressive; we sat on the beach in
a circle and talked about what our
impressions were and what our
expectations had been and how we
felt at that point. I watched several
students hold back emotions as
they discussed what they were see
ing and what they felt. One person

see VOLUNTEER, page 5
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Opinion

It’s not xenophobia, it’s enforcing the law
This past Monday, the U.S. Senate
Judiciary Committee passed a controversial
bill that would give amnesty to the project
ed 11-12 million illegal aliens currently
residing in America.
The bin would also create a guest work
er program, allowing 400,000 illegal immi-

Nathan Shrader
grants to enter our nation each year without
penalty.
Polling data indicates that about 80 per
cent of Americans want the government to
take a harder stance on illegal immigration
(Gallup Poll, Mai-ch 27).
Common sense should indicate that the
Judiciary Committee has passed a piece of
legislation that is miserable public policy.
We ought to recall the words of President
Ronald Reagan who said that "a nation that
cannot control its borders is not a nation."
Americans should be concerned about
the current figure of 11 million (or more)

illegal aliens living within our borders.
However, they should be more con
cerned with the fact that these illegals are
costing American taxpayers upwards of $10
billion annually, according to the Center for
Immigration Studies.
These costs include $2.5 billion for
Medicaid, $2.2 billion for treatment for the
uninsured, $1.9 biUion in free school lunch
es, $1.6 bilhon towards the federal prison
system and $1.4 billion in federal aid to
schools.
Is more proof needed for a policy of swift
deportation and the banning of social servic-^
es from illegal aliens and their families?
Illegal activity is the root of the immigra
tion problem.
Rather than addressing this reality, the
Senate Judiciary Committee has instead
decided that to remedy the situation, the
United States ought to change its laws to
accommodate the actions of those behaving
illegally..
CNN's Lou Dobbs hits the nail on the
head when he says, "I think illegal immi
grants are a burden to the taxpayer, unequiv

ocally."
.
I think Dobbs should be elected to the
Senate.
There are sensible solutions to this prob
lem. The first step is to change the tone of
the debate.
Proponents of illegal immigration insist
on referring to those of us who favor enforc
ing the law and reforming the system as
racists, nativists or xenophobic.
Aside from being untrue, such name call
ing should not be a part of the debate and all
should recognize that such tactics are mere
ly a means of diverting a policy debate
which the pro-illegal immigration forces are
sure to lose.
Second, Congress ought to immediately
pass Representative Duncan Hunter's pro
posal to erect a 2,000 mile wall across the
U.S./Mexico border.
According to Hunter, this wall will cost
$2 billion, less than we dish out each year in
health services for illegal aliens.
In another action. President Bush should
summon the courage to place the U.S. mili
tary on the border to enforce the existing

laws and to suppress the invasion of illegals.
If he will not take this action. Congress
should invoke their powers described in
Article 1, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution:
"To provide for calling forth the Militia to
execute the Laws of the Union, suppress
Insurrections and repeal Invasions."
Finally, 12 members of the Senate
Judiciary Committee violated the trust of the
American people by passing a bill which is
harmful to our workers, taxpayers and coun
trymen.
Voters ought to remember Senators
Kennedy, Leahy, Feinstein, Biden, Kohl,
Feingold, Schumer, Durbin, Specter,
Graham, Brownback and DeWine when
they next seek reelection.
Sweep them out of office so that they
cannot harm the nation more than they did
last Monday.
Nathan Shrader is a Republican polit
ical strategist.
He holds a BA in Political Science from
Thiel College and is completing an MS in
Political Science at Suffolk University in
Boston.

Responsibility, underlying issue

Valeria Mecozzi - Journal Staff

Hundreds of demonstrators showed their support at a pro^
immigration raiiy in Boston Commons, March 27.
immigration biils in the Senate and House of Representatives
have triggered a nationai debate on the issue.

energy and climate:
toward susteinable systems
June 11-16,2006
MIT Campus
An Intensive Short Course
for Juniors and Seniors
in the Boston area
Speakers Include:
Kerry Emanuel, leading MIT hurricane researcher
Ross Gelbspan, author, “The Heat is On”
MIT Specialists in Energy and Climate

Apply Now - Space is Limited!
More Info: http://lfee.mit.edu/education/
_ Amanda Graham, agraham@mit.edu
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MT Lab for Energy & the Environment

Last week The Journal report
ed on the Sawyer School of
Management’s policy regarding
grades. For students of Sawyer,
any class can be retaken regardless
of the grade. CAS students are not
so lucky; they cannot retake a
course unless they receive an F
grade.
If they are unhappy with the
failing grade, CAS students have
to pay to retake the course yet the
failing grade remains on their tran
script and GPA.
Attempting to understand
Suffolk's reasoning behind the two
policies, SSOM student Michelle
Leonard cites the breadth of CAS
requirements versus the limited
choices Sawyer students face.
However, this difference only
serves to strengthen the idea that
the two schools should have the
same F-grade policy.
As a journalism major, do I

really want a D in some esoteric
psychology requirement affecting
my GPA and admission to
Graduate school without the
chance to retake the course?
Conversely, if SSOM course
selections are hmited is it really

Janssen McCormick

fair that those students' weakness
es in subjects related to their
course of study can be hidden if
they aren't happy with the grade?
Thinking about the impact of
such a policy, imagine how it will
affect students entering the busi
ness world without an understand
ing of failure.
If I goof off and graduate with
a 2.0 it's really no skin off the
world's back.
The worst that could come of it

might be some headaches for my
copy editors at whatever small
town paper I end up writing for. A
theater major doing the same
might put on a bad play with terri
ble lighting, but it's not going to
cost anyone their job.'
Now imagine a student at the
SSOM doing the same thing, goof
ing off, not studying all that much,
but retaking the courses so they
can improve their GPA.
Post-graduation, these people
with their inflated GPAs will be in
positions of power in the business
world, where their poor decisions
and inability to deal with failure
will be extremely harmful to our
economy.
If CAS students don't learn the
lessons of failure or simply being
average we'll just glut the world
with poorly written books, plays,
and ill conceived science experi
ments.

Miss, teaches lessons in service
VOLUNTEER from page 4
pointed out a child's teddy bear left
in a pile of trash while another
pointed out a baby's shoe stuck in
the mud.
The second day I woke up just
before dawn. I left the tent to see
an amazing sunrise, to hear the
surf gently crashing on the beach
and the birds beginning to rouse.
At this point, I had a good idea
why people like Waveland and a
taste of why they are determined
to rebuild their community.
This day would bring a new
and perhaps better assignment: We
were to begin working on the
Cooks' family house. The Cooks,
George, a World War II vet and his

wife, have been in Mississippi all
of their lives, moving into thenhouse in 1955. We painted the out
side of the house and helped get it
ready for them to move back in. The final work day in
Waveland brought a multitude of
different projects and a multitude
of different feehngs. We began by
helping a woman that had not been
back since the hurricane. We
helped remove what we could
from her house before it was to be ’
bull-dozed by the Army Corps of
Engineers. We found her wedding
gown; she had been saving it for
her wedding which is now post
poned.
It wasn't easy to leave

Waveland, but we left knowing
that we accomplished so much and
that we had fulfilled our mission. I
am deeply grateful to have been a
part of a thoughtful and committed
group of students; this is a group
that has already changed the
world. I can't wait to see the
impact they make next. The peo
ple of Waveland have also
changed me. They have taught me
to look inside myself and under
stand that what you hold close to
your heart is what you use to
improve your life and the lives of
others.
Michael Spooner is the
Assistant Registrarfor Suffolk.
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SU Theatre Department showcases ‘7 Stages’
James Moreau
Journal Staff

On March 29 and 31, the Suffolk Theatre
Department put on the production "7
Stages," giving a new meaning to the phrase
"a theatre near you." The premise of the acts
was that each scene would take place in a
different section of the Suffolk University
campus; in this case taking place in the
Donahue and Archer buildings. After an
allotted amount of time in one scene, a
buzzer would ring, signahng the group to
move onto the next scene and location.
The show started in front of the Studio
Theatre on the fourth floor of the Donahue
building. From there, the viewers signed
their names and split up into groups of seven
or less and were led to their destinations by
the producing director, Ken Fonzi.
The first stage was in a small utility clos
et adjacent to the Studio Theatre where the
viewers were instructed to cram as far inside
as possible. Once inside, the male and
female students were already in character;
the woman tearing up toilet paper and the
man sitting and staring at her, waiting for the
scene to begin.
The act progressed into a chilling discus
sion on the topic of marriage and child bear
ing. Their future together was complicated
by the fact that the female character was
mentally handicapped.
The second stage began in the fourth
floor stairwell and led up to the fifth floor.
Inside was a woman standing on the win
dow sill listening to loud music, pretending

^
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James Moreau - Journal Staff

Suffolk student Rewan Al-Haddad performs in the Interfaith Center as part of the
Theatre Department's “7 Stages.”
like she was about to jump. A friend who
came to her rescue finds out that she is the
object of the suicidal woman's affection, and
had taken this opportunity to come out of the
closet.
The Interfaith Center was the location of
the third scene where a woman was praying
to God, questioning why she couldn't be
with her lover because of family and ethnic
reasons. Her sobs were followed by pleas
and foreign-tongued phrases with her head

in her hands, looking up to the ceiling.
The fourth stage led to the staircase in
Archer that accesses the roof. Here, a preg
nant woman was sitting on the top stair
singing Patsy Cline's "Crazy," eating a burrito and talking to her unborn child in
between lines of the song. Her singing was
accentuated by the resonance provided by
the stairwell and the smell of the burrito,
which was not a fake stage prop. With her
rendition of "Crazy," along with her mono

logue, the actress vowed her commitment to
her child and hinted at their colorful, yet
sadly delusional future lying ahead.
The fifth scene was a work in moving
progress, as the group had to follow the man
and woman from the first scene down five
flights of stairs in Archer. When they were in
the elevator, they stopped at each floor to
exchange dialogue. After a point was made
between the two, they would hit the button
to close the door and go down to the next
floor.
The last stage where acting took place
was in the basement level of Archer's men's
bathroom. A man was sitting the dark, recit
ing hnes which he planned to tell to his
daughter, who apparently was unaware he
was her father. Much of this scene was filled
with silence and the man's soft-spoken lines
of, "I'm so sorry, so, so, sorry," followed by
the playing of Patsy Cline's "Crazy," which
gave the impression that this man and the
woman from scene four were connected
somehow.
The seventh stage took place in the
Archer conference room and was held for
discussion of the play's technical and con
tent aspects. Here, the crew and cast dis
cussed some of the difficulties they had
working on location with people walking
through scenes, and making a scene of their
own, as well as people getting lost between
scenes.
The artistic director, Caitlin Langstaff, a
Suffolk University adjunct and visiting
artist, had written most of the last two
scenes, but besides that and the first scene,
:'7

see STAGES, page 10

Scarier than the bird flu
Daniel Johnson
Journal Staff

With a title like " Poultrygeist"
one might expect a parody of the
classic hoiTor flick "Poltergeist,"
but aside from nods to the thriller
such as the misuse of an Indian
burial ground, the basis of
"Poultrygeist" is very different.
In recent years, the fast food
industry has been exposed by such
works as Eric Schlosser's "Fast
Food Nation" and Morgan
Spurlock's film "Super Size Me"
for neglecting human health in
favor of better business. These
non-fiction projects have uncov
ered revealing facts about the pro
duction and effects of fast food,
such as what happens to the body
when you only eat McDonalds for
a month. However, since they are
non-fiction accounts they lack a
linear story that may appeal to the
more story-oriented thinker.
To fill this void, Troma
Entertainment has recently com

pleted
production
on
"Poultrygeist," a horror movie
detailing the nightmare of fast
food.
Despite being a work of fiction,
the movie is far from being
detached from reality as the film's
director,
Lloyd
Kaufman,
explains, "'Poultrygeist' was
inspired not by radiation, not
by...toxic chemical waste...[it]
was inspired by the fact that
McDonalds put a store.. .right next
to the Troma building and I had to
go down to the basement of the
Troma building and fight off these
rats the size of kielbasas and the
doodie, the crap, the babies and
the nest, it was like a rat Poconos
Mountains."
Though based on a reahstic
scenario, the film's plot still has
enough out-of-the-ordinary twists
to defy predictabihty. As opposed
to attacking any one company, the
fictitious American Chicken
Bunker fills the early antagonist
role by building a restaurant on top

of an Indian burial ground, outrag
ing protesters in the process. The
horror aspect of the film quickly
kicks in, and before long ACB's
new location is taken into posses
sion by the previous inhabitants of
the burial grounds.
.
"Poultrygeist" Actress Kate
Graham described the coordina
tion of plot and entertainment of
the movie during a phone inter
view, "The plot is really interest
ing, I mean it's largely autobio
graphical by the writer with also
some political underpinnings,"
and continued, "it's a pretty good
combination of good fun [and a]
meaningful message."
In addition to the plot of the
film, special effects fans will not
be disappointed as Jason
Yachanin, who plays Arbie, the
main character of the film, stated,
"They
are
incredible
actually.. .with as httle of a budget
as they had, of what they were able

see POULTRY, page 8

Humans,.. The Other White Meat
Unless You’re Black, Then It’s Dark Meat
...Or Native American. Then It’s Red Meat
* ...Or Asian, Then It’s Yellow Meat

Photo courtesy of Troma Entertainment

After several encounters with rats In the basement of their build
ing, Troma Entertainment takes on McDonalds and zombies.
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Survey Says
The Journal Arts staff would like to take this opportunity to share some of their favorite and not so
favorite musical inclinations. Feel free to use some of our suggestions or send us some your own. And
being the diplomatic publication we are - we'll print them.

Favorite
Guilty

Most
Overrated Best Song
Band
to Make
Whoppie
to...

Alex - Bright Eyes because
I feel like Conor Oberst is
the new Chris Carrabba.
Lark- Kanye West is talent
ed, sure, but he is all talk
and attitude as far as I'm
concerned.
Amanda - Coldplay - Give
me a break, every song
sounds alike. I'm sorry
Chris Martin we already
have a Bono, the position
has been filled.

Rose - Kanye West - He is
his own biggest fan and it
shows. He may be talent
ed but I like my singers
with a little humility con
sidering I pay for their
records.
Kevin - U2 - Bono is Just
an egotistic guy whose
charity work is the only
true reason the band's still
around.
Janssen - NirvanaBecause I just hate '
Nirvana more than any
thing.
Nick - Sublime - great
band, but they weren’t
the best of musicians and
all their songs sound the
same.

Alex -"Costello" by Straylight
Run because anything by
them is amazing to make
love to or so I assume.
’
Lark - "Push it" Live bv Tool.
because it's long, melodic
and when Maynard croons
"You're pushing and shoving
me” it's hot.
Amanda - Marvin Gave.
"Let's Get It On" - You can't
mess with a classic, but you
can mess around during
one.
Rose - Bob Marley and Eryka
Badu. "Turn the Lights
Down Low" - Because, I
don't make whoopie, I make
love.
Kevin - Smashing Pumpkins "Tonight. Tonight" - It's just a
great song. It's smooth, sen
sual, yet rough. Just the way
I like it.
Janssen - "I Love Jerks and
Child Abuse" - Anal Cunt - It
speaks for itself
Nick - "The Girl I Love. She
Got Long. Black Wavy Hair" Led Zeppelin because it's
like the ultimate love
song. It describes a
beautiful woman.

Best
Breakup
Song
Alex - "This is My Final
Goodbye” by Comeback Kid
because it holds so much
animosity and angst and
that extracts the bitterness
right out of my mentality
towards relationships.
Lark- Ani DiFranco "Dilate"
because the line, "And I
don’t use words like love/
because words like that
don't matter/don't look so
offended/you know you
should be flattered" says it
all.
Amanda - Celine Dion. "All
By Myself." I'm going with
the diva's cover because if
you’re going to wallow in
misery you might as well do
it with Celine. But if you've
got too much self-respect,
"Last Goodbye" by Jeff
Buckley is quite simply one
of the best songs ever.
Rose - Kelly Clarkson -"Gone"
- Breakups happen for a rea
son and some things need
to be broken. My favorite
line is, "I am breaking that
habit today...”
Kevin - Something
_
Corporate. "Ruthless"
because I listened to this
song for two weeks straight
sitting in my car crying.
Janssen - "Running on Go"
by The New Bomb Turks
because I really like the line
"The best part of breaking
up is fucking up all over
again."
Nick - "Bitch" by Kicked in
the Head because the song
is just pissed.

Participating Staff Members:
Alex Kelly
Janssen McCormick
Lark Rissetto
Nick Papadopoulos
Amanda Bellamy
Rose Francois
Kevin Du

Good Answerl Good Answer

tPfeasure

Most
Underrated
Band
Alex - Jet because I think
they’re such a solid band,
but people don't give them
credit.
Lark- Hum is the most
underrated because they
are highly respected and
regarded by so many bands,
but few people have actual
ly heard their records like

Downward is Heavenward.
Amanda - Ours, granted
their sophomore album
wasn't as tight as their first, '
but Jimmy Gnecco's vocals
are some of the best I've
heard since Jeff Buckley, his
mentor, past away.
Rose - .Stephen Marley There may be a lot of
Marley's out there, but not
all of them are as talented as
Stephen.
Kevin - Ted Leo and the
Pharmacists - They are great
musicians and song writers
and put on an amazing live
show.
Janssen - The New Bomb
Turks because they're loud,
fast and hard and not
enough people like them.
Nick - The Talking Heads
because I believe they were
a lot greater than they were
given credit for.

Alex - "Chicago." the musical,
because it's one of my favorite
musicals of all time and all
that jazz.
Lark - Coheed and Cambria
are my fix when I need catchy
tunes. I don't care if Claudio
sounds like a girl!
Amanda - .John Maver - J
have unabashedly loved the
man before he gained major
radio play and I think it's a
damn shame he doesn't get
the respect he deserves as a
talented guitar player!
Rose - Kelly Clarkson - Miss
Kellyjust keeps on rolling out
the hits! Forget American Idol,
she is a bonafide star!
Kevin - The Used - Their first
CD is amazing and it’s an
album I could listen to for
days and days. Plus they've
gone downhill since their first
release.
.
Janssen - H.O.T. (High-five Of
Teenagers) because they're
the Korean Backstreet Boys,
but SO much better.
Nick - Dave Matthews Band they're a great band, but I just
hate the whole crowd.
They're all meatheads
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'Poultrygeisf pulls through
with small budget
POULTRYfrom page 6
to come up with."
AUyson Sereboff, who plays
Micki in "Poultrygeist," details
how actors worked with the effects
crew of the motion picture, "When
you're working on a low-budget
film or whatever it is and you don't
have like CGI and all these spe
cial, crazy effects, people worked
really hard to make and put stuff
together with what they had to
make it happen, I mean it was
amazing," said Sereboff. "Then we
would get trained to work with

them and it was frustrating. If it
fails you got to do it again, but
then you have to make it again
because you already used it."
Cast and crew often performed
multiple roles during the produc
tion of "Poultrygeist," as Yachanin
went on to explain how cast mem
bers did various stunt work, "We
did a lot of combat training.. .stage
combat and stuff like that, so we're
all doing our own fighting...we
had a day where we were taught
how to shoot guns," but also
described the safety given in this
last case, "they had policemen

there, they had actual people who
were trained on how to do it.. .they
were very careful about it and very
safe."
The close ties experienced dur
ing filming no doubt contributed
to Lloyd Kaufman's frame of mind
when he said of the production,
"'Poultrygeist' was the best, [and]
absolutely enjoyable every second
of the time, great people, [and]
everything was perfect."
Though not officially released
as of yet, more details can be
found regarding the film at
www.poultrygeistmovie.com.

Tales of a Duck Tour worker
Kevin Du
Journal Staff

• As I enter the bathroom of the
Science Museum, the smell of
sweat and Lysol fill my lungs and
I start to cough. I walk over to the
sink and splash cold water onto
my face. My eyes re-focus and I
stare into the mirror and realize
what I am wearing; an over-sized,
faded red Polo tucked into a pair of
khakis. I wanted to throw up.
That's when it hit me. I'm working
for the Boston Duck Tours.
Technically, I wasn't working
for the Duck Tours, but with them.
After tons of paperwork and two
interviews, I had received a job
working for Sharp Shooters
Imagery.
The company takes pictures at
certain tourist events such as the
Harbor Cruise, Canobie Lake, and
of course, the Boston Duck Tours.
Since I'm a student photographer, I
thought this would be a good way
to get my feet wet in the photogra
phy world.
Wrong! Creativity and imagi
nation were not required or sug
gested. Instead, I found myself
using a really bad digital camera
and taking snap shots of tourists
and sight-seekers with a Boston
Duck Tours safety buoy. But what
I didn't expect out of this job was a
summer full of fun and aggravat
ing memories.
As days go by, work becomes
routine. When the Duck Tour
employees begin to load in pubhc
groups for this 80-minute fun ride
through Boston, it is my job to run
up to the head of the line, smile,
set everyone up in group poses,
point and shoot. When the Ducks
leave, I run inside to print the pho
tos and I sell the photos back to the
customers as a souvenir.
Needless to say it's very boring
and time consuming. As days
become weeks, my patience for
tourists becomes very thin. There's
nothing hard about having your
picture taken. It takes 10 seconds
and when you voluntarily put you
and your family into a tourist situ
ation, you have to expect to go
through the tourist process.
I began categorizing my cos-

tomers into separate categories.
On one side, I have the loving
family group- moms, dads, uncles,
grandparents and kids all happy to
take a picture for me and all are
willing to buy the pictures.
They joke around with each
other, make wise cracking remarks
and sometimes tip me for captur
ing a treasured moment of their
family. These are the types of
groups that truly make my job fun
and easy.
Another type of group is non
Enghsh-speaking foreign tourists.
1 try to set them up for a picture
and they just smile, shake their

“These Versace wear
ing, eyebrow plucking,
$5,000 purse carrying
tourists are often rude,
and I'm just talking
about the men.”

heads and keep walking up the
ladder, totally ignoring me. I didn't
usually make much money with
this group. However, I am fluent in
Chinese, so the non English speak
ing Chinese families can't use that
excuse, so they have to take a pic
ture. That's one good-reason I'm
glad I learned the language as a
kid.
Wealthy Europeans are stereo
typed as distant, nice people, but
not at the Duck Tours. Not most
anyway. These Versace wearing,
eyebrow plucking, $5,000 purse
carrying tourists are often rude,
and I'm just talking about the men.
They stare at me as if I was pump
ing their gas and just ignore every
thing I say. I think someone
poured cod liver oil on their
tongues before letting them in line.
I know some call us dirty
Americans but they're not so nice
themselves.
Finally, there's my least
favorite group, the permanently
disgruntled. In every Duck Tour
line, there is one man or woman
who is always in a hostile mood
and angry about everything
around them. When I'm trying to
take their picture, they yell at me

and stop me from taking any shots,
giving me every excuse to not take
it. If I try to convince them to get
their photo taken they get so angry
that you can see their eye's twitch
and a little red vein pop from the
side of their neck. These are the
type who will push their kids up
the stairs and knock you down just
to avoid a photo.
I once had a lady yell at me and
racially insult me while I was try
ing to show her picture. "I said no!
Don't you understand English?"
she screamed at me. "Open your
eyes and your ears Bruce Lee!"
As weeks go on, my patience
goes with it and customer excuses
to not get their photo taken grows.
"I'm allergic to the flash!" "I'm part
of the witness protection pro
gram." And my personal favorite,
"No! You don't' have to take my
photo! Stop trying to scam good
innocent people of their wellearned money and get a real job!"
But not all is lost. I've learned to
come up with my own witty say
ings myself. "Ms.! It's a safety
precaution. God forbid anything
ever happens such as people
falling off the boat and disappear
ing, we would have a record that
you were on the Duck."
Eveiy time I have a bad tour, I
would start to question why these
people treated me and my fellow
co-workers so badly. Is it really
that big of a deal to take a picture
before you go on the Duck?
Since it is a job, one must stay
professional and maintain the
business motto that the costomer is
always right.
However, behind closed doors
of the break room and on stools at
bars, the rants fly. What part of
first come first serve do people not
understand?
.
It's not our fault you had to
show up for a two o'clock appoint
ment at three and missed your
tour! If you don't want your pic
ture taken, just nicely say, "I don't
want my picture taken" instead of
yelling in my face about how I'm a
merchant from hell here to suck
out your soul! Taking pictures for
the Duck Tours this summer has
made me realize something. I can't
stand tourists.
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Black, accordion-style
file folder missing.
About three or four inches thick.
Personai documents inside.
Last seen between the second and
fifth fioor of Donahue on the
afternoon of Wednesday, March 29.
)wner is offering a $50 reward.
Contact bnordemo@verizon.net if found,

Alexander’s Hair Salon
Colleee Special
Women’s hair cut and stjle: $40
Men’s hair cut and stjie: $30
163 Newbury Street, Boston
617-267-1450
Offer valid Thursdays through Sundays

Offer good with Donald only. Must
bring ad for discount.
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Russian flick is enjoyable mess
Amanda Bellamy
Journal Staff

Who needs to pay an arm and
leg for a spanking new release
every Friday? Save yourself some
money and catch a matinee. There
are a few enjoyable cinematic
nuggets in their third and fourth
week runs waiting for you.
Few films quahfy as uniquely
good and bad as "Night Watch."
Just as visually stunning as its
Hollywood counterparts, this dia
mond in the rough suffers from an
over-cooked and bloated storyline.
After two years and a record
breaking run in its native Russia,
"Night Watch" or "Nochnoi
Dozor," opened Feb. 17 to limited
audiences in the States. Conceived,
as a trilogy, the sequel "Dnevnoy
Dozor" opened this January over
seas and became the highestgrossing film in post-communist
Russia.,
Duehng plothnes threaten to
both destroy Moscow and upset
the dehcate balance between Light
and Dark. The film centers on
Anton, a misguided soul who dis
covers his true identity and powers
as an Other.
As an Other, Anton can choose
to align himself with the powers of
Light and Dark, who have been
waging an unseen battle since the
beginning of time.
.
After choosing good over evil,
Anton becomes a member of
Night Watch, a group of Light
Others assigned to pohce Dark
Others. Confused yet?
Viewers that surrender logic
will fall victim to the seductive

visual world of "Night Watch."
Stop questioning why and how.
Enjoy the seedy, moody under
world of Moscow as Anton's part
ner transforms from owl to human,
sending feathers and goop flying.
The ultimate Dark Other uses his
spine as a sword, while a swirly
vortex of innumerable bats takes
hold of the city.
Well
cast,
Konstantin
Khabensky as Anton staggers
through Moscow, attempting to
save the world. His performance
encompasses enough humor to
acknowledge he's acting in a silly

movie and enough talent to make
the most of it.
While Russia hasn't delivered
the next cinematic masterpiece,
"Night Watch" does offer a highly
watchable and enjoyable mess of a
film. Populated with witches,
vampires, tigers and bears, the
film provides an excellent, interna
tional alternative to Hollywood
sci-fi blockbusters.
Unfortunately the same blun
ders that hinder most mainstream
American efforts seem to inhibit
the international community as
well.

Photo courtesy of the Weinstein Company

Johnny Depp is the only saving grace for “The Libertine.”

Straight to DVD
Amanda Bellamy
Journal Staff

Photo courtesy of Fox Searchlight Pictures

Russian release “Night Watch” is a decent alternative to the typi
cal Hollywood blockbuster.

As "The Libertine" Johnny
Depp cautions "you will not like
me."
What a bold way to begin a
film considering the audience has
two hours to spend with this char
acter.
The Earl of Rochester, or the
Libertine, indulges his way
through life in orgies and other
debauchery. When not engaged in
activities considered illegal and
immoral, Rochester makes time
for his one true love and passion,
the theatre. There he falls in love
with
a promising
actress
(Samantha Morton), who he even
tually takes under his wing and
beds.
Banished and unbanished by
King Charles II (John Malkovich),
Rochester is charged with com
posing a great homage to the
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King's reign. In the spirit of true
debauchery, Rochester composes
a most oftiensive ode to the King's,
ah-hem, member.
Predictably Depp's genius
shines through. He's been gifted
with the uncanny ability to
embody any character and truly
take on their persona. Fortunately
for first time director Laurence
Dunmore, his film has been
blessed with Depp's presence.
Otherwise his messy and hap-hazard effort would be lost.
Prepare to like the Libertine as
he winks and nudges his way
through polite society and to turn
away in disgust as he succumbs to
leprosy.
Forgettable performances from
Morton and Malkovich (tsk tsk!)
and a lacking script aided in a
delayed release date, but Depp's
inspired performance saves "The
Libertine" from a fate worse than
death, straight to DVD.
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Park at Government Center Garage
Entrances on New Char don and New Sudbury Streets

New Student Rates Available
i)

19.00 PerDi^t

$6.00 EveningslWeekends

. CcAskisfP’SMiSs!!S!9^'S9«8('6fl«r<«ch<>o:h«(^te'WM
1 fivire iFs kb: wiih ya» buddia.

For rOTTKim ssviiigs, mot any

Enter after 3pm and exit by midnight
All Day Saturdays and Sundays

Wm dll Mts Flit Stiff
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Temis Oflif Call k Delalls

I We’re takifli deposits ml
too SOUTHAMPTON ST. 135 OLD COLONY AVE 33TRA\€LERST. I
BOSIDKMA 02118 S, BOSTON, f,<A 02127 BOSTON, MA 02118

(Gt7}445-6776

(817)268-8282

(617)426-^29 '

Shorter stay discounts available to. students. Qfer exsiras
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Rates are. valid-when signing up for the. Government Center DebitCard - a yniqiie program
that uses a garage access card to automatically deduct charges frofyour p-paid balance,
Suffolk University ID must be shown at time of purchase. ■
•
SpecM MmM}^ Rates Mo AvdMe, M:

617.227.0385
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Stages; a moving
work in progress
STAGES from page 6
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the production was highly impro
vised.
With only one meeting and
four rehearsals, Langstaff noted
why she liked this type of theatre
by saying, "it lets the actor really
create the character."
When asked about where she
had drawn these ideas from,
Langstaff mentioned, "My two
main inspirations are Augusto
Boals and Mike Lee."
The reactions to the perform
ance were highly positive, with
students praising its originality
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SU’s improv troupe Seriously
Bent wins second championship

and heartfelt appeal.
Suffolk sophomore, Julia
Gustafson, said she "really
enjoyed the part in the utility clos
et and in the stairwell, they were
very emotional." Gustafson com
mented that the woman in the
fourth scene "easily could have
been a 40's star."
Kerri Colameta, a Suffolk
graduate, stated, "I really liked
how the scenes moved around
from sad to happy."
In the future, Langstaff intends
to put together a live performance
piece in a deli, similar in style to
"7 Stages."
'

Do you wish you could be
included in our music poll?
Then join our staff!
Photo courtesy of Suffolk Performing Arts

suffolkjournal@hotmail.com

Seriously Bent includes: Joshua Peters (‘06), Dan Faneuf f06), Timothy Enright (’07), Tony
Passafiume (’07), Julia Gustafson (’08), Mitch Manning (’09) and Nick Wilson (’09).
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Rates are
increasing

You have less than

12Q days before
^Interest rates go up.
Thinic of your student
loan consolidation as
a term paper. If you
don’t get it in on
time, ;lt could cost you
thousands of dollars.

1.25%

'T-

Interest RateJ

Csll today

877‘482*693.3

Lower Your Monthly Payments Now!

Shop.
Compare.
Consolidate.
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floor
President David Sargent invites ^ou to meet vdtk kirn to ask questions, express
concerns,suggest ideas, and tell kirn kowqouleel akout

Suffolk.

Please take advantage ol tkis opportunity to meet and speak witk tke President.
No appointment necessarq.

dudetfdl&m afS.Q%, md a gfacfuated
paymentplan - caW fardMads.
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*Bonus* Plague Ground by Chris DeFillippi
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Some companies attending inciuae:
Account source
Asset Disposition Hugiunt.
Boston Duck Tours
Boston Globe
Boston Red sox
Defense contract Audit AgencT
G enzyme
Enterprise Rent'A^car

investors Bank & Trust
Island Alliance
lust For Fun
Hass Eye & Ear infirmary
Hass General/Bull Fincti Temps
Has^port
Hlntz, levin, et. al.
Hiiseum of science

Nellie Hae

Old South Meet^g House

The Phla Group

Rawson, Merrlgan & Lltner

spirit of Bosi^n
Target
walker school
world Teach

T*r Business & Non Prolll Employers
Ty All Majors Welcome
'A'Bi'olesslonal Jllllre Recommended
Bring Several Copies ol Your Resume!!
COOPERATIVE EOUOATiON
AT SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

So-3.0^

©17 —S73-048O
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come!
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Cool runnings; SU athletes gear up for race
MARATHON from page 1

proceeds going to high school education.
and London," he said.
Utama, a native of Indonesia, believes
Joining Rivera and Utama in the race will that this marathon could be his most memo
be junior Ryan Fattman.
rable marathon because he knows many of
Fattman is qualifying for the race by rais his friends will be cheering from the crowd;
ing $2, 5000 dollars for a cause close to his another reason he expects will make this
heart, the American Liver Foundation.
race memorable is the pain.
"My dad's best friend passed away from
"It'll be the most painful [marathon]
hver disease," explained Fattman who will because I'm lacking practice," he admitted.
be mnning his second Boston marathon.
One doesn't become a marathoner over
Fattman is well on his way to reaching night; Utama recommends that the average
his goal; he currently'
person receive at least half
has $2,325 dollai’s.
a year of training before
He is expecting to
hand.
‘I wasn't thinking 'wow, I
raise the remaing $175
finished the marathon.’ I
He himself runs an
dollars the same way he
was thinking 'wow. I'm
average of 33- 40 miles a
raised money for the
gonna die.’”
week. Overall, he has
marathon he ran last
completed six marathons
year.
Fattman
and this one will be his
“All I did was ask for
Senior
seventh.
spare change,” Fattman
All three runners
explained.
acknowledge the fact that
Fattman recalls his
they expect a considerable
first marathon experience as exhilarating amount of pain during their run.
and unbelievable.
Fattman described the experience. "You
"It was eye opening," said Fattman about start feeling pretty good at the first 10 miles
his first marathon. "I had trained on a tread because the first 10 miles are downhill," said
mill."
'
Fattman, "then the next 10 miles are heU."
He admits that he was unprepared for the
Rivera expressed similar sentiments.
crowd's enthusiasm and the unique charac
"When you face so much pain it becomes
ters that donned creative costumes for the mental," said Rivera about his marathon
race.
experience. He stated that when it becomes
In the future, Fattman plan's to start his too painful his mind blocks out the pain.
own non-profit group with his sister with the
He believes that running is "60% mental

Dan McHugh - Journal Staff

Senior Jill Grant is out in March 31st softball game. The Rams lose 6-2 to Tufts.

and 40% physical."
With 11 days left until the big race, emo
tions are running high for the marathoners.
"I'm excited and nervous," said Utama.
Fattman is looking forward to the big day
and states that he plans on making marathon
running a part of his life, "It's something that
as long as my body allows me to. I'm going
to do."
At the end, the most important thing for
the runners is finishing the marathon and

soaking in the experience.
'
After his first marathon Fattman admits
that he cried near the end.
"I wasn't thinking 'wow, I finished the
marathon,"' said Fattman, "I was thinking
'wow. I'm gonna die.'"
For Utama his favorite part of the race is
its sweet ending.
"The best part is finishing [the marathon]
and looking at your friends and family there
with a dozen Crispy Creme donuts," he said.

University Dateline
For more information for getting your event listed in Dateline
contact the Student Activities Office at
573-8320.
Wednesday, April 5th
Dinner Theater- Performance
7; 00pm
‘
Donahue Cafe
Brought to you by the Performing
Arts Office
Understanding the Culture of
the US Workplace
2:30-4:00 pm
Sawyer 321
Brought to you by Career Services
and the Graduate Student
Association
The Cuban Exile In Southern
Florida: Identity and Political
Power
4:00-6:00pm
Sawyer 1129
Brought to you by the Government:
Department
Thursday, April 6th
Minorities in Public Office
1 :00-2 :30
Donahue 311
Brought to you by the Political
Science Department

Connections to College:
Diyersity Workshop
5-7:00pm
Donahue 403
Brought to you by SOULS
Dinner Theater- Performance
7:00prn
Donahue Cafe
Brought to you by the Performing
Arts Office

D inner: 5: 30-7: 30pm at' the
Holiday Inn (Government Center)
Monday, April IQth
STEW Auditions
6:00pm
Donahue 403
Conducted by the Performing Arts
Office
Tuesday, April 11th

Boston Area Rape Crisis Center:
Clothesline Project
12: 00-4: 00pm
10 Somerset^ 1st Floor
,
Brought to you by Health Services.

Acting Out! Auditions
6:00pm
Donahue 403
Conducted by the Performing Arte
Office

Friday, April 7th
Wednesday, April 12th
Dinner Theater- Performance
7:00pm
Donahue Cafe
■
Brought to you by the Performing
Arts Office
Ninth Annual Service Day and
Dinner
Volunteer at Various Locations
Sign up at the Hub, Student
Activities Office CD52), or SOULS
Community Service Center (D424)

Harlem^ Rockets Comedy
Basketball Game
7:00pm
Ridgeway Gym
Tickets on sate at the HUB

■

Roommate Confidential: 4th
Episode Premier
4:00pm
Donahue Cafe

